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About Us

As part of the CROPS® group, The International Special
Training Facility for Covert Operations has been a trusted
provider of professional surveillance and intelligence
gathering programs since 2011 to Domestic & International
Defence, Special Forces, NATO SOF, Law-Enforcement and
Allied Government Agencies, we do not provide our training
solutions or covert technical innovations to the private
sector.

- Training Solutions The ISTF are focused on working alongside small teams
enhancing their covert capabilities within complexed urban
and rural environments.
By ‘up-skilling end users’ with specialist techniques, tried &
tested tactics and operational planning & procedures, we
add significant value to our client’s mission effectiveness.
Based in Hereford at a discreet location sits our award-wining
training facility which hosts a fully immersive secure learning
environment with specifically equipped classrooms &
workshops.
The ISTF is an enabling platform which allows our subject
matter experts to exchange their end-user knowledge to
those who select to train with us.

- Covert Technical Innovations As an innovative company, we are continually scanning the
horizon for emerging technologies to develop operationally,
fit-for-purpose covert Non-Attributable Technical Solutions
[NATS].
Our NATS technologies are developed in-house by ‘area
specific’ engineers to cover a wide spectrum of intelligence
gathering devices for cost effective and deniable
applications.

For over a decade the ISTF technical cell has conducted
research, development and consultancy to our clients in
order to manufacture mission tailed covert innovations.
The ISTF is proud of it’s own intellectual property which we
blend with our training solutions.
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Train the Trainer

The ISTF has been instrumental in the development, delivery and mentoring of bespoke training programs
to allied international SOF communities, Intelligence Agencies' and specialist law enforcement units.
All of our Train-the-Trainer programs are designed by a dedicated team of operationally experienced
instructors who hold course development and Adult Teaching Qualifications awarded through UK
Government education bodies.

Each training program can be carefully designed and tailored to meet the learning objectives of our
customers. The ISTF will work closely with you ensuring a cost-effective program is created which is
carefully calibrated to meet your requirements.
We guarantee to elevate the personal development of your training teams’ by providing them with an
array of new covert skill sets and enhancing their theoretical knowledge. Your training teams will leave
our train the trainer packages with the confidence required to become an effective and efficient
instructor in the chosen subject matter.

Identify
Requirements

As standard policy, we always ensure a
Training Needs Analysis is completed. This
guarantees that we meet your training
requirements.

Evaluate

Thorough pre-course procedures are
conducted before any practical training
sessions are delivered.

Training Needs Analysis Format

Prepare

At the forefront of all projects is the
continued assessment of the key training
outcomes for the learners. This ensures
they retain the skills, not only in the
classroom but also through tactical
exercise scenarios.
Train-the-Trainer projects can be offered
and delivered in three tiers, each offering
a more in-depth service and support
contract.

Deliver

Train-the-Trainer projects are delivered in three tiers, each offering a more in-depth service and support contract

Tier 1
1.
2.

3.

Delivery of the program to
external trainers.
A pack of training aids is
provided for future
use/delivery by the client
including a hard copy of the
training manual syllabus and
matching digital power point
presentations.
The client will receive ongoing
mentoring and support
through their first external
course delivery.

Tier 2
1.
2.

Delivery of the program to
external trainers.
A pack of training aids is
provided for future
use/delivery by the client
including a hard copy of
the training manual syllabus
and matching digital power
point presentations.

Tier 3
1.

Delivery of the program to
external trainers with topic
handouts. (We
recommend that the
additional training aids are
taken to support the
training. This is of course at
the discretion of the client).
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Mobile Educational Training Team
Over the years as our reputation for excellence has grown, so has the opportunity to deliver our training
packages globally. This has seen the development of the ISTF Mobile Educational Training Team (METTs)
concept. Here a dedicated training team of subject matter experts will deploy to deliver training in-country
at the clients facilities to ensure all learning objectives are met.
The METTs concept delivers many advantages to our clients. This method in most cases is more cost
effective and allows for larger student numbers to attend the training programs. The training and
development of covert skills can be offered in a truer operational environment such as jungle, desert or
arctic which cannot be replicated as realistically from our UK facility.
The ISTF METTs will travel with all the required teaching materials and equipment to deliver a seamless
program whilst embedding themselves with the students ensuring that extended help, advice and further
mentoring is to hand at all times. This ensures important questions and learning objectives are always
captured and dealt with in a timely fashion.
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Training Facility

The International Special Training facility for Covert Operations is open to Domestic & International Defence,
NATO-SOF, Law-Enforcement and Allied Government Intelligence Agencies only, we do not provide services or
equipment to the private sector.
Based in Hereford in the United Kingdom, our award-wining training facility is an enabling platform that allows our
subject matter experts to exchange their knowledge in a safe and secure learning environment.

“ A gateway to excellence“

Fabrication Cell

The ISTF fully equipped ‘dirty’ workshop supports all
design and manufacturing needs of course
materials. This includes bespoke camera hides,
concealments and even enclosures created via
CAD. With dedicated 3D printers and micro CNC
tooling machine, we produce specialist camera and
mic mounts which can be customised to various
covert technical deployments. The shelves are fully
stocked with paints, dies, sprays and mimicry stores
as well as bench mounted power tools for larger
project development.

Covert Method of Entry Cell

Our fully equipped covert entry workshop supports
all training levels of surreptitious entry defeat
techniques, from basic hand-picking to advanced
technical alarm defeat. It is important to us that
our facility can support multiple training programs
simultaneously. For this reason, each discipline has
its own dedicated training zone [cells].

Technical Cell

Our purpose-built electronics lab features a
‘Clevertouch’ media system and provides
students with their own fully equipped work
stations. These contain professional grade tools,
soldering equipment, test generators and a full
spectrum of electronic components. This enables
the delivery of our non-attributable technical
NATS training programs as well other technical
and electronic projects.

Covert Audio & Video Installation Cell

We have created a fully immersive training
environment within our installation cell.
Carefully divided into zones allows delegates to
practice and master various installation methods
at the work bench, before conducting ‘real-life’
technical deployments within our two-story skill
house.
The immersive environment of our skills house is a
key learning asset, with the ability to dim and alter
internal & external lighting, create ambient street
sounds and back ground noise while delegates
conduct their installations within fully furnished
and functioning rooms and/or the cramped
isolated location within the roof space.
The skills house is also used in conjunction with our
other training programs, such as the defeating of
technical alarm systems, conventional covert
methods of entry & conduct on target and the
construction of urban observation posts.

Capabilities Cell

Our professional grade audio and video technical
systems, solutions and covert innovations are on
the shelf and to hand. This offers clients and
customers an ideal opportunity to try-out
equipment in real-time with support from our
subject matter experts who are on hand to answer
questions and conduct equipment capability
demonstrations.

Theoretical Cell

A large well-lit, comfortable and spacious ‘clean’
classroom which supports the learning needs of
up to 10 students. This classroom is equipped with
a state-of-the-art fully interactive ‘Clevertouch’
media solutions for PowerPoint delivery and for
planning, preparation, briefings and delivery of
on-line e-learning sessions.

Crew Room

Self-contained kitchen and dining room with full
cooking facilities to support all meals throughout
training periods. This includes free refreshments
and a coffee bar where our branded Columbian
& Brazilian coffee is literally on tap and can be
enjoyed on the sofas in our chill out zone at any
time of the day.

The ISTF-CO award winning training facility
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Training Programs

The ISTF training programs cover a wide spectrum of Low-Visibility & Covert
Intelligence gathering procedures. All ISTF training programs are developed by
operationally experienced trainers integrating proven knowledge and
experience, delivering best practice Tactics & Procedures employed by todays
expeditionary small teams in covert environments.
As a professional company proud of its own intellectual property and covert
innovations, we continually scan the horizon for emerging technologies and
develop new procedures and unconventional solutions. These are filtered into
our training programs. This evolution is what keeps our programs current,
relevant and operationally fit-for-purpose in todays modern mission
environments.

“Embed yourself in our world”

9
ISTF-CO Resources Library
Training Resource

[ RL1 ]

Covert Video Sensor Placement Training
Mimicry, Fabrication & Concealment Training

Rural Surveillance & Collection Training
Non-Attributable Technical Solutions Training
Covert Audio & Video Installation Training
Covert Method of Entry Training
Urban Surveillance & Collection Training
Expeditionary Surveillance Training

Product Resource
OWL – long term stay behind ruggedised DVR system
OWLET – short term stay behind ruggedised DVR system
VOLE – ruggedised IP router [store & forward]
RATS – ruggedised ground sensor system
Mobile mimicry & concealment kits
Sniper / Observer ghillie suits
Observer optics ghillie covers
Covert audio installation tools
Covert video installation tools
Covert audio / video store & forward technical devices
Level 1 CMoE operators tool kits
Level 2 CMoE advanced operators tool kits
By-pass & entry tool kits
Silent method of entry tool kits

Rapid deployable urban sniper hide system
Rapid deployable urban observer hide system
Mid-term adjustable urban hide system
Rapid deployable vehicle hide system

[ RL2 ]
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Covert Video Sensor Placements

The ISTF-CO Outdoor Covert Video Sensor Placement programs are at the forefront
of this specialist skill set. Our specialist methods, procedures and techniques coupled
with our attention to tactical innovation has led us to become the leading training
provider of this discipline.
The placement of Covert Video Sensors allows for a longer and safer means to
monitor, extract and exploit historic or real-time activity as it happens on the ground.
Deploying our stay-behind recording systems allows for a smaller foot print on the
ground. This reduces the risk of compromise whilst maintaining tactical superiority
and allows for direct action teams to prepare for missions while targets are under the
continuous watchful eye of our technologies.

1.6Km Long-Range Placement

ISTF-CO SKILLS FACT:

With over two thousand successful outdoor video sensor placements across the globe
under our belts, you can trust that our methods, procedures and tactics work.

In-House Products & Equipment supporting our Covert Rural Video Deployment programs

OWL
Long-Term stay
behind Ruggedised DVR

Close-Range Camera
Deployment Kit

OWLET
Short-Term stay
behind Ruggedised DVR

RATS
Ruggedised Ground Sensor
Equipment

Medium-Range Camera
Deployment Kit

Long-Range Camera
Deployment Kit

Point of Interest
420m Mid-Range Placement

10m Close-Range Placement

“ The easy option, is not an option ”
MD ISTF-CO

Close-Range Camera Placements
CVS Program Module 1

Program Overview:
In some situations, such as ‘close-quarter urban environments’ the advantage and ability to have a
good stand-off distance between camera placement and target isn’t always possible.
The ISTF-CO has developed this training program to teach the operator how to safely and
confidently deploy miniature covert video systems at close range [1 to 50 meters] to a target area.
In order to achieve this, we have streamlined the procedures making it rapidly achievable by
developing a range of unique, and unconventional deployment and concealment techniques
which are required when working in the confined boundaries of a domestic garden, and/or within
other public areas.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Close-Range Camera Placement program is to train delegates how to execute a
‘Detailed Technical Recce’ of an intended target area, in order to achieve a correctly sighted
camera system. Delegates will learn the importance of good ground-sign management, and how
to conceal the equipment so that it blends seamlessly into its environment.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Confidently operate and configure the OWLET Short-Term stay behind DVR system

•

Select the correct focal lens & camera sensor in order to maximise their visual
effectiveness, ensuring the required image detail is captured

•

Conduct operational planning & street level reconnaissance

•

Conduct Detailed Technical Reconnaissance in order to confirm feasibility, required
equipment to optimise line-of-sight & visual capture

•

Apply proven deployment procedures when using close-range PTZ cameras shooting
through a 1mm pinhole

•

Apply proven deployment methods and techniques to conceal miniature cameras

•

Use effective ‘scent distraction’ & ground-sign management in order to prevent
equipment compromise

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to conduct effective discreet street level
reconnaissance in order to confirm the feasibility of a close-range deployment. That they can
select the correct lens and sensor for the task, in order to achieve an evidence quality product.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Medium-Range Camera Placements
CVS Program Module 2

Program Overview:
This training program is designed to enable small covert teams to covertly deploy medium-range
video sensors at distances between [50 to 500 meters] onto a selected target area. This method
ensures there is a safe amount of stand-off distance between the camera & the target, but does
bring other elements to the deployment accuracy that now need addressing.
This specialist program has been designed around operations within semi-permissive environments,
and covers the tactical placement of a full spectrum of video sensors, focal lenses from Wide
Angle, Telephoto, Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) optical & thermal sensor systems.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Medium-Range Camera Placement program is to teach delegates how to correctly
deploy a wide array of technical camera systems in a semi-permissive outdoor environment.
Delegates will learn how to configure different technologies in order to view, store and forward
target activities over the horizon in order to support wider intelligence gathering activities.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Confidently operate and configure the OWL Long-Term stay behind DVR

•

Select correct lenses & sensors in order to maximise visual effectiveness and the ability to
capture maximum detail at greater distances

•

Conduct operational planning & street level reconnaissance of discreet drop off & pick
up points. Be apply to covertly insert of open terrain in order to conduct a Detailed
Technical Recce to confirm the feasibility of the deployment

•

Implement best deployment procedures and tactics of visual and/or thermal static and
Pan-Tilt-Zoom ‘PTZ’ camera sensors

•

Deploy and conceal an array of camera systems above and below ground level

•

Implement proven tactics and methods to align cameras onto a target area from
greater distances in low-light situations

•

Use ‘scent distraction’ and ground-sign management to mitigate risks of compromise

•

Apply first light ‘life saver drills’ and caretaking of long term camera placements

Program Learning Outcome:

To demonstrate that the learner can covertly insert and navigate in low-light situations across open
countryside without compromise. That they can identify the correct camera system to maximise its
effect, and demonstrate the ability to seamlessly conceal their camera system until extraction.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Long-Range Camera Placements
CVS Program Module 3
Program Overview:
This program is designed to teach small covert teams how to deploy large volume Long-Range
Camera Systems at distances of between [500 meters to 1.6Km] onto a selected target area.
In some operational situations working even at medium stand-off ranges might not be possible, if
the location is non-permissive or cross-border, this may be your only means to monitor & extract
real-time target activates over the horizon.

Delegates will learn how to apply best practice tactics and procedures in order to ensure correct
camera alignment at these long and challenging distances where not only the landscape, but also
the environmental effects need to be considered.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Long-Range Camera Placement program is to teach delegates how to plan,
prepare, and accurately deploy large volume Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera systems over difficult
distances, ensuring they remain undetected while concealed sub-surface.
Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Confidently operate and configure the OWL Long-Term stay behind DVR

•

Conduct operational planning & street level reconnaissance of discreet drop off & pick
up points. Be apply to covertly insert of open terrain in order to conduct a Detailed
Technical Recce to confirm the feasibility of the deployment

•

Deploy a secondary camera system acting as a high risk technical anchor in order to
add security and over watch of the deployment site

•

Conduct ground preparation for large-volume technical placement

•

Conduct pre-deployment preparation to the large volume camera by creating a
concealment ‘nose-cone’ and base-plate build

•

Apply the correct methods and techniques required to conceal the large volume
camera below ground level

•

Understand covert power solutions ‘fuel-cell technology’ for long term deployments

•

Use ‘scent distraction’ and ground-sign management skills to mitigate risk of compromise

•

Apply first light ‘life saver drills’ and caretaking of long term placements

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training, delegates will be able to plan and execute a technical recce for the
placement & sighting of a long range camera system. That they can accordantly align the camera
a long and difficult distances, while ensuring the system remains concealed throughout the mission.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Remote Ground Sensor Placement
CVS Program Module 4
Program Overview:
The deployment of remote ground sensors can over many advantages to a covert operation, they
can act as a force multiplier particularly where manpower is limited due to operational constraints,
or as a technical early warning system alerting of wanted or unwanted activity. In many cases this
alert can be the catalyst for the launch of a new phase in the operation.
In situations where a zero organic presence on the ground is required, such as a high risk technical
camera placement, the use of remote ground sensors can bridge the gap by offering intelligent
situational awareness. Sensors can, and are deployed in order to fully contain geographical areas
of interest for sustained periods.
Our program is delivered as ‘TRIGGER’ – this meaning to act as a catalyst for the launch of a new
phase within an operations when wanted activity is indicated, or ‘CLUE’ – meaning the silent alert of
the system in a protective manner indicating unwanted or unexpected activity within the area of a
‘friendly’ technical deployment site.
Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO Ground Sensor Placement program is to teach delegates how to effectively
deploy a concealed remote ground sensor system in order to monitor, protect and alert of any
wanted or unwanted activity, which can be sent over the horizon if required.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Confidently operate and configure the RATS ground sensor system

•

Conduct operational planning & street level reconnaissance of discreet drop off & pick
up points. Be apply to covertly insert of open terrain in order to conduct a Detailed
Technical Recce to confirm the feasibility of the deployment

•

Understand clearly what is meant by ‘trigger’ and ‘clue’

•

Understand the different technical sensors, how they work, and how to select the correct
sensor for a given task, there pro’s and con’s and limitations of the different sensor options

•

Implement best deployment procedures and tactics for a ground sensor placement

•

Implement best concealment methods on an array of sensors above & below ground
level

•

Use ‘scent distraction’ and ground-sign management to mitigate risks of compromise

•

Apply first light ‘life saver drills’ and caretaking of long term sensor placements

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of the program, delegates will be able to select the best sensor for a given
operational requirement, Delegates will be able to conceal sensors efficiently and have a solid
understanding of what actions should be taken should a sensor be activated.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program
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Mimicry & Concealment Training Programs
The ISTF-CO Mimicry & Concealment Programs have been designed so that they complete
the cycle between creation, technical hosting of the surveillance devices and finally the
tactics and procedures required when deploying the finished enclosure on the ground.

Within our fabrication cell we can re-create everything from rocks, tree branches, house hold
bricks, discarded fruit and array of urban street furniture using conventional mould/casting
techniques or modern methods using Computer Aided Design [CAD] to 3D print custom
enclosures.
Our fabrication SME’s has over 30 years of professional prop making and special effects
knowledge, and experience supporting technical deployments across the world while
working within Technical Support Units.

In-House Products & Equipment supporting all mimicry and 3D printed concealments

Mobile Mimicry
Level 1 & 2 Kit

Mobile 3D Print Mimicry Kit

Bespoke Concealments
Made to Order

Advanced Painting Kit

Bespoke 3D Printed
Concealments Made to Order

Mimicry 1- Foundation level fabrication

MIM Program Module 1
Program Overview:
This workshop based program is designed to enhance the concealment capabilities of covert
technical team members, who have a requirement to deploy devices in environments where using
a ‘Trojan Concealment’ isn’t possible.
Delegates will learn how to identify an item from the target environment which has the necessary
qualities to be mimicked (copied). The training will teach delegates how to make a replica of the
chosen object, creating a 2 part resin concealment in order to allow easy access within the
concealment for the easy fitment of technical devices.
The training will introduce specialist manufacturing methods in order to allow rapid and trouble
free fitment of covert cameras, microphones, transmitters etc.
Delegates will also learn how to create professional, fit for purpose finishes to their concealments
using a range of colour pigments, air-brushing and dry brushing techniques.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO Mimicry 1 – Foundation Level Fabrication module is to teach delegates how
to modify, adapt and create enclosures from commercially available silicones, resins, plaster and
glass-fibre in order to produce a fit for purpose concealment in which to deploy surveillance
devices.
Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Identify suitable objects from the target area to mimic

•

Correctly identify the correct materials and mix rations required to create an accurate 2
part mould and concealment

•

Practice safe handling and working alongside silicon and resin chemicals

•

Create a ‘solid’ all-in-one custom concealment

•

Create a two piece ‘split’ concealment

•

Customise and fabricate the interior of a concealment to securely and accurately
locate audio, video and other electronic devices

•

Finish a concealment with specialist paint to achieve RF transparency & UV protection

•

Create professional finishes using painting, ageing and pigments to enhance the finished
concealment

•

Understand methods for removing odours from concealments where necessary

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to create a like-for-like
concealment which is fit-for-purpose, and blends seamlessly into the target environment, while
accurately housing technical equipment.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Mimicry 2 - Advanced level fabrication
MIM Program Module 2
Program Overview:
The level 2 program is a ‘up-skilling’ continuation phase of the level 1, while the level 1 program
concentrates on the creation of medium sized concealments, the level 2 program now focuses on
larger volume concealments required to house full technical suites which will be deployed for
sustained periods, these concealments are designed to house technical equipment such as larger
PTZ cameras, bearer systems, DVR and battery packs.
Delegates will learn advanced techniques using faster curing materials designed to meet the
constraints of modern time-sensitive operations where large volume concealments are required.
Large volume concealments require more advanced painting and finer finishing techniques
including using natural and organic cover in order to remain undetected.
This training program covers the technical recce & tactical procedures required to identify mission
critical features such as line-of-sight studies, distance from concealment to target, angle to the
target and the requirements of a placement site.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Mimicry 2 program is to upskill the delegates tactical mind-set and current ‘module
1’ skills by introducing advanced rapid concealment methods that are required when a time
sensitive deployment is to take place.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct a detailed target ground recce in order to identify mission critical features for a
successful placement of a large volume technical concealment

•

Create a range of different specialist concealments using new and advanced materials
and fabrication procedures

•

Accelerate the speed in which the concealments can be created

•

Create a range of different fixing methods internally and externally

•

Advanced methods of painting, ageing, blending and enhancing finer details & features

•

Host a full technical suite within a large volume concealment

•

Understanding the importance, and how to remove trace scent from the concealment
& placement site

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to re-create, paint and host a full
technical surveillance suite into a large volume concealment using rapid & advanced methods.
That they become more tactically aware and considerate to ground-sign management while
conducing the placement.
Program Administration:

10 Day Program

Impromptu Concealments
MIM Program Module 3

Program Overview:
The impromptu concealment program has been designed as a mile-stone method of creating
rapid and realistic enclosures which are to be used as short term technical hides, to left in place
while the professional primary concealment is been created back in the workshop.
By deploying a impromptu concealment means the target area is already under technical
surveillance and is designed to hold that position throughout the daylight hours until the technical
team can re-insert with the professional primary concealment.
The key concept of the impromptu program is that it teaches delegates that they can create
sustainable & survivable concealments from ‘non-specialist’ products found in all DIY shops.
This is an excellent program if working in an expeditionary role as all methods taught can be recreated in the rear of a vehicle in a lay-up position.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO impromptu concealment program is to teach delegates a number of
rapid, and off the shelf effective methods to create short term technical enclosures from the back
of a vehicle.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Techniques using heat-shrinks & contact adhesives

•

Techniques using car panel repair fillers

•

Techniques using expandable foam

•

Techniques using epoxy resins and PVA glues

•

Painting & spraying techniques

•

Harvesting and the use of natural elements [dirt, sand, grit, bark, moss, dead-leaf]

•

Techniques of fixing and aligning cameras within the impromptu concealment

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to create a realistic fit for purpose
concealments using off the shelf products, and if needs to from a lay-up position allowing a rapid
deployment of a technical device while a professional enclosure is in manufacture.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Advanced Painting & Finishing
Techniques
MIM Program Module 4
Program Overview:
The concept of the ISTF-CO advanced painting & finishing program is a continuation to our mimicry
training, delegates who are well rehearsed in the manufacture, painting and the use of colouring
pigments can now elevate their finishing skills to a higher professional level.

Program Aim:
The aim of the advanced painting & finishing program is to introduce specialists to more professional
and diverse techniques which will enhance their mimicry & concealments in order that they can be
deployed closer to the target area with greater survivability. That if required, they can ‘make good’
should a damaged surface accrue that could lead to unwanted integration.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:

Advanced weathering techniques
• Painting methods & techniques by combining three dimensional elements such as
moss, lichens, deadfall and soils into the final finish
• Understanding how Layers of paint and finishes can affect each other, for example
coating with varnish or lacquer will protect a delicate painted surface, but it can
give a sheen and unnatural look. To minimise this, 3D effects and additional paint
can be applied over the varnish
Airbrushing Techniques
• Airbrush painting methods, highlighting, lowlighting
• Different types of brush and what to choose
• Air supplies, basic use, cleaning, and maintenance
Advanced Freehand painting techniques [paints & inks]
• Shading
• Texture highlighting
• Blending new and old areas
• Rust streaks
• Masking methods
Making good & repair
• Refinishing street furniture, ISO containers etc after installation of kit
• Filling
• Sanding
• Riming
• Spraying (rattle cans or spray guns)
• Colour matching 'glance proof' standard on industrial type surfaces
• Introduction to colour matching and repair of wooden and laminated surfaces
Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program delegates will be able to create ‘truer-to-life’ concealments with greater
survivability. Should a surface need repairing, the delegates would have a greater knowledge to rectify
this.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Flexible Mimicry
MIM Program Module 5
Program Overview:
The flexible mimicry program has been developed to aid in the concealment of cables and coax
that are required to be elevated many meters in the air or on the surface in order to achieve the
required propagation, for example over rocky terrain or high within the trees canopy.
The ISTF flexible concealment program is broken down into two distinct phases. The first phase is
the creation of a flexible camouflage sleeve which simply slides directly over the cable. Phase 2
teaches delegates how to apply different types of professional camouflage to the cable ensuring
it blends seamlessly into it’s environment.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Flexible Mimicry program is to teach technical operators best practice
methodologies used to camouflage & conceal flexible cables of different diameters which are to
remain hidden above ground within a number of different operational environment’s.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Create flexible concealments suitable for deployment in a wide range of operational
environments

•

Create flexible sleeves with silicones which remain flexible and not rigid or sticky

•

Apply a mixture of textured camouflage materials in order to recreate fit-for-purpose
concealments which fit into the target area

•

Apply colour pigments in order to enhance the depth and realism of the concealment

•

Apply paints, dies and adhesives to enhance the depth of camouflage to the flexible
concealment

•

Remove trace scents from the flexible concealment in order to mitigate any
compromise risk from animals

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to create a realistic fit for purpose
flexible sleeve that blends seamlessly into its natural environment. Delegates will understand which
silicones to use and what the correct mix ratios are.

Program Administration:
2 Day Program

3D Printed Mimicry & CAD Fabrication
MIM Program Module 6
Program Overview:
The 3D printing course is designed for those who have no previous experience in 3D printing or
computer aided design (CAD). The training package is structured in logical easy to follow steps,
ensuring course delegates build a solid understanding of basic 3D design as the course syllabus
progresses.
The training begins by introducing delegates to different types of 3D printers and what each of the
different types can achieve in terms of fine and accurate detail replication. Delegates will work
alongside 3D Scanning technology to copy and re-create accurate 3D objects.

Once successfully scanned, the next step is to split the solid object into two sections which are
then re-structured in order to securely support the technical equipment to be concealed inside.
Scanning of the camera / microphone takes place before this is merged into the main structure.
Once successfully printed, the training will teach how to accurately paint the concealments,
ensuring they remain UV reflective and RF transparent - building a depth of colour with shading,
ageing, use of pigments and even live organic material where applicable to the concealment.
Finally, the training will cover recommended techniques for installing technical transmitters, power
units, covert cameras, and microphones in order to achieve outstanding technical results.
Program Aim:
The aim of 3D Printed Mimicry & CAD Fabrication program is to teach delegates how to source,
re-create, modify and paint a customised concealment for a wide variety of intelligence
gathering applications.
Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Prepare and setup a 3D printer and scanner in readiness for printing

•

Use CAD software to re-purpose the scanned object, in order to securely host internal
technical surveillance equipment, by fabricating the interior of the concealment in
order to ensure camera and audio apertures remain perfectly aligned

•

To conduct various painting, texturing and adding finer detail to the concealment

•

To located and create libraries of open-source 3D templates for rapid / expeditionary
use where the removal and scanning of objects isn’t tactically possible

•

To physically fit technical audio/video equipment into the concealment and deploy to
prove the operational concept

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training program, successful delegates will be able to set up a 3D printing /
scanning workshop modify and create bespoke concealments which when painted on fitted out
with technical equipment are ready, and fit for operational deployments.
Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Trojan Concealments and Fabrication
MIM Program Module 7

Program Overview:
This training program is designed to teach delegates in a wide range of techniques required to
disguise and conceal technical assets such as cameras, microphones and sensors within Natural or
Commercial objects ‘Trojans’ which can be found in or close to the operational environment.
Delegates will learn how to choose suitable objects which can host and sustain the technical
assets for the expected mission duration. A range of specialist techniques will be covered which
will ensure perfect camera aperture alignment is maintained and that triggers remain functional
throughout the mission duration.
Program Aim:

The aim of the Trojan Concealment program is to teach delegates who have little to no supporting
assets how to to modify, adapt and create fit-for-purpose technical trojan concealments within
natural or commercial items, ensuring they blend naturally into the chosen area of operations.
Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Apply the principles of camouflage and concealment in order to identify suitable items
to create a trojan from

•

Use workshop tools in order to accurately fabricate the interior of trojan materials in order
to achieve accurate video alignment and audio airpaths

•

Create accurate voids and internal cavities to support technical equipment

•

Apply subtle mimicry techniques to enhance the trojan concealments using
commercially available products only

•

Apply professional paint and dying techniques to achieve invisible cut lines and seam
lines

•

Apply best practice methods in order to achieve high RF and GSM propagation from
trojans

•

Manage and mitigate risk from ground sign at the trojan deployment site

•

Removal of man-made ‘trace scent’ on the trojan to protect from animal disturbance

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to identify and source objects which are
suitable for creating a fit-for-purpose trojan concealment. Delegates will be able to design and
construct a ‘solid’ and ‘split-piece’ trojan that blends seamlessly into its chosen environment.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Note: We highly recommend our 3D Printing and Fabrication [brackets, fixtures & fittings] program
as a continuation of this topic – combining the two programs will give the end user the skills to
manufacture purpose brackets which can be fixed inside their trojan concealment.

3D Printing & Fabrication (brackets
fixtures and fittings)
MIM Program Module 8

Program Overview:
The 3D Printing & Fabrication program uses Computer-Aided Design (CAD) skills to design and
fabricate custom camera / microphone brackets, fixtures & fittings which can be used in an array
of deployment techniques such as conventual mimicry, 3D printed mimicry and Trojan
concealments.
This program will also support those who deploy technical devices behind walls and within vehicles,
there are very few limits to what can’t be 3D printed!
Program Aim:
The ISTF-CO 3D Printing & Fabrication program aims to equip the delegate with the skills required to
select open-source software for CAD, creating parabolic models for designing and manufacturing
supports to be used in conjunction with covert technical deployment applications.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, delegates will be able to:
•

Understand the required features in open-source available software compared to main
stream purchased CAD software packages

•

Gain a comprehensive understanding of software limitations

•

Understand the file types for 3D printing & CNC processes

•

Use basic & advanced functions of 3D printing software

•

Implement design considerations for the manufacturing process

•

Understand CAD drawings and rendering them for print manufacture and product
design lifecycle

•

Understand the different types of materials in order to ensure it is operationally fit-forpurpose

•

Use our inhouse 3D printers & CNC machine to bring the project designs to life

Program Learning Outcome:
To demonstrate the learner can download and install CAD software, design a custom support,
export the creation in a suitable format for printing. That they can provide a machining file for
internal or external manufacturing.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Note: We highly recommend our Trojan Concealment program as a continuation of this topic –
combining the two programs will give the end user the skills to manufacture purpose brackets which
can be fixed inside their trojan concealment.

ISTF-CO SKILLS FACT:

Our ‘Green Skills’ knowledge has recently been identified by an Expeditionary Counter
Terrorist Unit, which lead us in being instrumental to the development of a modern and
dynamic Long Range Surveillance Patrols Detachment.
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Rural Surveillance & Collection Programs
The ISTF-CO Rural Surveillance & Collection Programs combine conventional
tactics and procedures with the enhancement of introducing our in house covert
technologies. This approach greatly enhances operational endurance by
reducing human pressure and degradation that can develop during sustained
long-term operations in remote locations.
Although listed as ‘rural’; the ISTF-CO instructors are operationally experienced in
a cross spectrum of operational environments including Desert, Arid, Jungle,
Mountain and Arctic. This holistic approach of ISTF-CO technologies combined
with our operationally experienced instructors allows us to seamlessly adapt our
training offerings to suit any environment required by our clients.

“ Only few know the hardships endured ”
Words of a LRRPs Patrol Leader

In-House Products & Equipment supporting our Rural Collection programs

Lightweight Bail-Out
Ghillie Suit

Lightweight Ghillie Tripod
Concealment Sleeves

Lightweight Ghillie
Camera Concealment

Lightweight Ghillie Optics
Concealment

Lightweight 1 Man Sniper
/ Observer Ghillie Hide

Complete Rural Operators
Deployment System

Rural Surveillance Operator
(Impromptu stops by the target)
RSC Program Module 1
Program Overview:
The ISTF-CO Rural Surveillance Operator training program is designed to meet the challenges of
modern operations where much of the activity is taking place unplanned and close to civilian
populated areas.
The ISTF-CO are widely recognised as the leading provider in Rural & Remote Outdoor Surveillance
Training. We have over three decades of operational experience in this area and are perfectly
positioned to teach our clients on impromptu rural surveillance deployment tactics.
Delegates attending this training program will learn rapid tactical techniques, for maintaining
discreet control of targets who make unexpected stops within rural areas of operations. This rapid
control is often essential for supporting the wider surveillance gathering operation and emerging
intelligence picture.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Rural Surveillance Operator program is to teach delegates in how to deploy into
hasty and impromptu short term positions of observation. Delegates will learn how to remain covert
and self sufficient in order to maintain control of a targets movements.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct unexpected bail-out procedures from a mobile asset into an unfamiliar rural
environment

•

Understand and apply mission continuation procedures to be undertaken by the now
‘supporting’ mobile asset

•

Conduct efficient and rapid ground studies in order to rapidly identify foot insertion routes

•

Safely identify a rural transition point and apply the procedures to be taken within it

•

Construct lightweight fit-for-purpose concealment aids [hasty hide]

•

Mitigate problems faced when dealing with communication challenges associated with
extended signal ranges

•

Use scent distraction techniques to safeguard against domestic & trained protection K9s

•

Plan and orchestrate the mechanics of a safe and discreet pick-up without loss

Program Learning Outcomes:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to rapidly identify a suitable foot
insertion route with the minimum of delay in order to keep control of the target. Delegates will be
able to construct a position of concealment in order to maintain continuous control of the target
whilst reporting on the targets activities in real time to the rest of the Surveillance Team.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Long-Range Surveillance Patrols
RSC Program Module 2

Program Overview:
The ISTF-CO specialise in training small covert teams in how to be self-reliant when operating in high
risk remote environments. We deliver proven procedures (TTP’s) in both conventional & nonconventional tactics. These include a wide selection of carefully adapted covert technical
collection & forwarding techniques which are used within the wider surveillance, reconnaissance
and intelligence gathering community.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Long-Range Surveillance Patrols program is to enhance the robustness and
operational mindset of small covert team members who deploy for sustained periods with little, to
no supporting assets but are tasked with the find, fix, and control of High Value Targets [HVT].

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
Week 1: Planning considerations, understanding the patrol aim, ground preparation for a long
range surveillance patrol, communications, equipment requirements/carriage/familiarisation

Week 2: Patrol skills 1 – discreet insertion methods, covert movement as a patrol, navigation skills,
concealment methods (individual/team hides), construction and operating from a conceal Hide
Week 3: Patrol skills 2 – standard operating procedures & actions on obstacles, third-party, contact
left/right/forward/rear, team extraction, rally drills & life saver casualty-under-fire care
Week 4: Target reconnaissance – considerations to task, tactical still/video imagery collection,
methods & procedures of close target & advance reconnaissance, collational of findings
Week 5: Technical exploitation – deployment of technical covert camera systems for the purpose of
collection/forwarding/live streaming, deployment of covert ground sensors for triggers & alerts

Program Learning Outcome:
On successful completion of this program, delegates will be able to conduct themselves to the
highest level of professionalism as a member of a self-reliant covert patrols team. They will be able
to apply correct methods and tactical procedures required when deploying reconnaissance
action within a target area or against an individual or team.

Program Administration:
27 Day Program (Includes one [1] working weekend)

Rural Target Reconnaissance & Scientific
Site Exploitation
RSC Program Module 3
Program Overview:
Target Reconnaissance is an underpinning element within rural operations. It involves detailed
mission planning, open source research and street level reconnaissance required to insert a small
team onto a rural target in order to conduct a pre-planned mission or exploitation.
There are a number of phases to a Target Reconnaissance cycle. Close covers movement up to the
target boundary, Advanced covers movement from the boundary to a target threshold, and
Detailed making entry and crossing the target threshold.
Once inside the target, very precise drills must be conducted in order to manage sign of presence
and to achieve the collection of imagery and scientific site exploitation [the collection of Biometrics]

Program Aim:
The aim of the Target Reconnaissance program is to train delegates how to covertly insert a small
team using proven tactics and procedures onto a rural target in order to conduct a pre-planned
recce or exploitation.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct detailed mission planning and street level reconnaissance

•

Identify covert drop-off and pick-up points and routes to the target

•

Identify correct equipment requirements and best carriage for ease of use on the ground

•

Conduct tactical insertion to a target on foot using good use of cover and movement at
night, tactically cross obstacles and sound navigation techniques

•

Identify weak points of rural target security in order to exploit avenues of approach

•

Mitigate risk by identifying third-party threats and possible technical detection measures

•

Conduct Advanced Target Reconnaissance (ATR) within the boundaries of a rural target

•

Conduct Detailed Target Reconnaissance (DTR) inside a rural target building

•

Take covert Infrared and low-light imagery (still & video)

•

Conduct biometric search and collection techniques on target

•

Create post operation reports

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to plan and conduct covert reconnaissance
without raising the awareness of those in & around the point of interest. Delegates will be able to
analyse the target area in order to identify safe avenues of approach in order to capture imagery &
other critical Biometric intelligence data.

Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Covert Rural Observation Posts
RSC Program Module 4

Program Overview:
In todays technically advanced world, there are still many occasions where the need for a
manned ‘conventional’ Covert Rural Observation Post (CROP) is required.
This program will teach delegates how to plan and navigate to an rural observation post site
undetected without leaving ground sign. Delegates will learn how to construct and operate from
within a sustainable CROP which blends seamlessly into its surrounding environment.
The training covers how to capture and forward detailed imagery, signals intelligence and report
on other real time events happening at the point of interest.
Delegates will learn how to conduct Live & Dead Letter Box (LLB / DLB) procedures, required to
exchange important materials such as camera flash cards, rations or simply to rotate manpower.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Covert Rural Observation Post program is to teach students how to plan and insert
into a variety of surface OP’s and ‘Belly Hides’, so that they can operate independently and
covertly for a pre-determined period of time whilst capturing and forwarding intelligence from the
point of interest.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, delegates will be able to:

•

Conduct rural OP planning and preparation

•

Give a set of rural OP orders prior to insertion of the OP

•

Identify the equipment requirements for the mission and how these should be best
packed and carried for ease of access and use

•

Conduct street level reconnaissance to identify covert drop off & pick up locations

•

Conduct tactical insertion to a target on foot using good use of cover and movement at
night, tactically cross obstacles and sound navigation techniques

•

Construct 1 & 2 man surface OP’s / Belly Hides

•

Conduct routine within the hide and implement correct resupply procedures

•

Set-up of covert imagery collection equipment and real-time forwarding methods

•

‘Actions on’ OP compromise (soft and/or hard)

•

Collapse, make good and extract covertly to a pick-up point from the OP

Program Learning Outcomes:
On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to plan and covertly insert onto a
selected CROP Site. They will be able operate from a variety of hides while gathering covert
imagery and real time intelligence, how to extract from the CROP without leaving ground sign.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program
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Non-Attributable Technical Solutions NATS
Programs
The ISTF-CO Non-Attributable Technical Solutions offerings have been carefully
researched and developed by our in-house technical experts. This approach
enables us to source and modify commercially available electronics into fit-forpurpose technical surveillance devices.
With a continuous ‘Non-Attributable’ mindset, our focus is on low-cost ‘openly
sourced’ electronics that offer professional grade quality and matching
features without the traceability that often comes from using specialist
companies that manufacture restricted devices.

The ISTF offer ‘Ready-to-Deploy’ NATS intelligence gathering surveillance
devices which are DNA safe-guarded and offer no traceability to the end user.
These devices cover a full spectrum of collection, forwarding, alerting and
tracking solutions.

ISTF-CO SKILLS FACT:

Our technical specialists come from a military background who have developed themselves
further with civilian degrees in their chosen fields, this means they are well rounded with both a
tactical and academic mindset.

‘Ready to Deploy’ [RTD] in-house products supporting non-attributable technical placements

Project SPiDER

NATS Covert Networking
Comprehensive Tool Kit

NATS Audio & Video
Comprehensive Tool Kit

NATS T.T.L Comprehensive
Tool Kit

NATS RFiD & WIFI
Comprehensive Tool Kit

NATS Bespoke Project
Creation

SPiDER Program
NATS Program Module 1

Program Overview:
Our Non Attributable Technical Solutions [NATS] concept is an evolution from the original days of
COTS projecting. Modern technologies are advancing at an ever increasing rate; this combined
with rapid accessibility and cost effective pricing has provided a perfect environment for the
development and creation of deniable non attributable technical solutions.
ISTF-CO are continually exploiting this opportunity by developing and re-engineering this readily
available technology into Non Attributable ‘Covert’ Intelligence gathering devices that hold no
direct physical link back to the end user.
SPiDER is a powerful non attributable multi sensor deployable device with a secure online user
interface used to control it (via VPN). The SPiDER has many selectable sensors including GPS, audio,
video, GSM and includes a range of inputs and outputs which can be controlled over the horizon
(OTH) for events such as triggering and switching.
The SPiDER Program is structured around the Raspberry Pi device and is designed as an end-user
course to teach delegates how to create, configure and manage their SPiDER devices in order to
maximise operational output for covert technical operations.

Program Aim:
The aim of the SPiDER program is to teach delegates how to transform a Raspberry Pi device into a
full spectrum, multi-functional covert surveillance asset for expeditionary and/or clandestine
intelligence gathering operations.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Operate and configure a Raspberry Pi device

•

Understand how to program & code the SPiDER device

•

Conduct battery calculations and create custom battery packs based on a pre
determined mission duration

•

Create a WIFI & GSM transmission plug-in packs

•

Create a remote video capture plug-in with interchangeable lens capabilities

•

Create a remote audio capture plug-in

•

Create plug-in trigger sensors PIR / Vibration / Tilt / Magnetic / Dry contact (e.g. vehicle
ignition status) / Audio (Microphone) / Video

•

Create a GPS beacon plug-in with Amazon Web Service (AWS) management on open
source platform applications

•

Create an output relay switch plug-in

Program Learning Outcome:

Delegates completing this program will be able create a fully functioning SPiDER device using
theoretical knowledge and practical technical skills required to reproduce all features and projects
covered within the program.

Covert Audio & Visual Manufacture
NATS Program Module 2

Program Overview:
This training program will teach delegates how to create fit for purpose, deniable covert audio and
video technical surveillance devices. Delegates will learn how to exploit and link commercially
available open source components in order to create non attributable technical assets.
Delegates will learn how NATS technologies can best be implemented into modern operations
using proven practices and tradecraft.
Delegates will learn how to create customised battery solutions in order to ensure devices have
sufficient power to endure the mission duration.

The ISTF-CO technical cell has developed a ‘go-to’ audio / video NATS tool box containing carefully
selected electronics, wiring looms, programming capabilities & precision digital components which
allows the manufacture of reliable surveillance and intelligence gathering micro devices.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Covert Audio & Visual program is to train delegates with the skills required to select
the correct electronic components required to create ‘Fit-for-Purpose’ transmitting audio & video
devices which can operate as triggers, alerts & recording mechanisms in a deniable remit.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, delegates will be able to:
•

Conduct accurate current and power calculations in order to create customised battery
and power solutions

•

Manufacture a locally recording & transmitting audio RF/GSM device

•

Manufacture a locally recording & transmitting visual GSM device

•

Manufacture a transmitting trigger RF/GSM device

•

Manufacture a transmitting alerting RF/GSM device

•

Manufacture a transmitting RF/GSM/GPRS tracking beacon

•

Manufacture an emergency means of GSM communications

•

Create a NATS trigger in order to create alerts

•

Deploy NATS devices using best practice procedures

Program Learning Outcome:
Delegates will be able to use their covert audio and video - NATS tool box in order to manufacture
non-attributable audio and visual surveillance and intelligence gathering devices.

Program Administration:
5 & 10 Day Programs

Custom Battery Manufacturing
NATS Program Module 3

Program Overview:
There are many situations where batteries cannot be concealed underground or within cavities.
Many off-the-shelf batteries are not fit-for-purpose within an operational environment, with this in
mind ISTF-CO has developed a battery manufacturing program which gives real-world solutions to
end-users.
The concept of the training is that end-users can create bespoke battery packs which can be
shaped to fit within any concealment [mimicry/trojan] that they can be made to any voltage and
capacity, and in most cases is a more cost effective way of operating.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO battery manufacturing program is to teach delegates how to safely create
shaped, flexible and ridged custom batteries for specific and complexed technical deployments,
where off the shelf solutions aren’t fit-for-purpose.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Source and select suitable battery types in order to create a custom battery

•

Calculate batteries in series, parallel and/or both in order to increase capacity and
voltage

•

The use of in-line voltage step-up & step-downs and the use of diodes

•

Safe connection of a charring circuit for lithium battery management

•

Shaping, layering and moulding battery cells into concealments and enclosures

•

Manufacture flexible battery packs

•

Manufacture rigid battery packs

•

Ruggedising and finishing custom battery packs for outdoor use

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training package, delegates will be able to create an array of battery types
in order to support covert technical deployments in outdoor and indoor environments. That they
will have the knowledge and safe working practice to re-create power packs in their workshops.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

NATS Tag, Track & Locate
NATS Program Module 4

Program Overview:
The ISTF-CO NATS Tag, Track & Locate program has been developed for covert teams working in an
expeditionary remit, where having the ability to create technical locating devices in country is vital.
As with all of our NATS programs, they are operationally proven and fit-for-purpose. There's no
harvesting of unreliable components for old historic circuit boards, our methodologies teach
delegates how and where to source all elements to build an accurate tracking beacon.

Program Aim:
The aim of the NATS Tag, Track & Locate program is to ensure delegates leave with a solid
understanding of how to source, build, test, fault find and deploy a deniable tracking beacon.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, delegates will be able to:
•

Understand the theory of GPS, how it works and why it doesn’t work at times

•

Understand the types of GPS bands and limitations of GPS

•

SIM selection / networks / coverage / active & passive devices

•

Software options / user platforms & mapping options

•

Non-Attributable server set-up & software installation

•

Preparation of electronic components / battery theory and creation

•

NATS Beacon build options [consolidated unit or remoted components]

•

Create, manufacture and/or conceal the beacon in a fit-for-purpose encloser or Trojan

•

Deployment procedures and setting the ground [cover plans & street level recce]

•

Types of deployments and rehearsals

•

Live deployment and technical follow exercise using NATS beacon

Program Learning Outcome:
To demonstrate the learner can source, build, test, fault find and deploy a deniable tracking
beacon, that once deployed they are confident in the tactics and procedures needed to
technically control the asset.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Covert Networking
NATS Program Module 5

Program Overview:
This training program is designed to teach delegates how to use commercially available
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) equipment. Delegates will learn how to use this
equipment to build non-attributable networks and data capture devices which can be used to
support and enhance wider covert surveillance and intelligence gathering efforts.
The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sniffing module introduces delegates to networking, packet sniffing and
data capture techniques. Delegates will learn how to create non-attributable devices required to
perform man in the middle attacks on Wi-Fi networks.
Delegates will learn how to capture and replay calls made using voice over IP (VOIP).

Program Aim:
The aim of the covert networking program is to teach delegates how to create non attributable
devices required to capture data on networks. Delegates will learn a number of attack vectors for
exploiting vulnerabilities in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion, candidates will be able to:
•

Explain how Networks & IP Addresses are configured

•

Identify Wi-Fi Networks & clients

•

Identify clients not attached to networks

•

Conduct Man in the Middle Attacks

•

Understand hardware and its features for particular attack vectors

•

Identify and capture Bluetooth MAC addresses

•

Gain a basic knowledge and understanding of packet capture software

•

Capture and reconstruct un-encrypted Voice of IP calls

Program Learning Outcome:
Delegates will be able to identify what equipment and software is required to conduct technically
enhanced surveillance, using commercially available equipment. Delegates will build basic custom
drop boxes to capture Wi-Fi data.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

RFID & WIFI Exploitation
NATS Program Module 6

Program Overview:
This training program will teach delegates how to exploit technical security vulnerabilities using
commercially available equipment. Delegates will learn how to exploit Wi-Fi networks/cameras
and modern camera door bells. The training will teach how to exploit access control systems and
RFID entry points.
The training syllabus will teach delegates how to identity Wi-Fi networks and attached network
clients to identify possible security devices.
Once delegates have identified a possible technical attack vector or vulnerability, the training will
provide a structured methodology for creating a non attributable technical device with which to
conduct a technical attack.
Delegates will learn how to correctly identify RFID systems and what frequencies they are operating
on. The training will teach how to clone RFID cards in order to gain covert access to a target
building.

Program Aim:
The aim of the RFID & WIFI Exploitation program is to teach delegates how to use and build non
attributable technical equipment in order to conduct technical exploitation of Wi-Fi, RFID and other
access control systems.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Identify RFID technologies and understand how they work

•

Identify RFID frequencies

•

Exploit RFID systems

•

Conduct RFID capture and cloning using a variety of different attack vectors

•

Scan & identifying Wi-Fi networks and any possible security devices attached

•

Identify and exploit weaknesses within Wi-Fi networks and clients

•

Disrupt network devices using NATS systems

•

Identify pro’s & cons of jamming network devices

Program Learning Outcome:
On successful completion of the training, delegates will be able to scan and identify possible
networks and threats. Delegates will be able to identify and exploit weakness within RFID access
control systems and will be able to understand and use techniques which can capture and clone
RFID card data.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

NATS Support Specialist
NATS Program Module 7

Program Overview:
This training program is designed to produce an in house technical expert who can support
technical product creation and deployments.
The training is designed for delegates with previous experience in electronics, communication
systems, ICT or electronic fault finding. The training is structured to upskill delegates to a level where
they can become an in-house technical expert, providing advanced technical support and
creating bespoke solutions to specific technical surveillance requirements.
The training will teach delegates where to source the specialist equipment and what types of
equipment are required for projecting.
The training will provide an important insight into what is possible when using commercially
purchased devices to create surveillance assets. Equipped with this knowledge the delegates can
better assess external threats they may face from a hostile adversary’s surveillance devices.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO Support Specialist is to equip delegates with the expert knowledge and
practical skills required to design and build Non-Attributable Technical Solutions ‘NATS’. Delegates
will acquire a detailed understanding of ICT systems and how to mitigate security risks when working
overseas.

Program Teaching Objectives:
Week 1: Introduction to electronics theory, test equipment, soldering & building circuits, digital logic
systems, circuit analysis, techniques & tools

Week 2: Introduction to ICT equipment & software, IP & networking fundamentals, networking
protocols (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, FTP, SSH), communications protocols, analysis & monitor network traffic,
building NATS computer systems and software configuration (VPN, tor and more)
Week 3: Introduction to RF, understanding transmission systems, modulation techniques (analogue
& digital), using NATS equipment to scan and identify RF signals, self-build data collection devices
(hardwired and RF), antenna selection and self builds, video and audio fundamentals
Week 4: Identifying suitable equipment to be utilised for self-build projects, hardware take downs
and component identification, understanding & using microcontrollers to build custom devices
Programming languages, identifying and understanding security system vulnerabilities

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will have a sound knowledge of how to create NATS
devices using hardware and computer systems. Delegates will understand an array of electronics
and how they can be used to build and control more advanced customised technical assets.

Program Administration:
20 Day Program

Capability Building

We understand that external training can absorb large amounts of your budget. In order to
ensure our customers are selecting a suitable training program that achieves their learning
objectives in full, we offer 2 day capabilities training sessions at NO COST.
Our capabilities training sessions are closed door events that enable subject matter experts from
various covert fields to join us at our facility, where technical demonstrations and hands-on
practical user exercises take place.
Over the 2 day period, subjects such as covert audio and video collection are covered.
Discover what makes our NATS training modules different and we will introduce various outdoor
& indoor covert audio and video installation and deployment methods.
We encourage discussions on surveillance procedures and methodologies covering relevant
topics of interest to the visiting units. Should there be a particular subject you would like to see
demonstrated or discussed in detail please let us know in advance so we can customise the
session accordingly.
Training sessions, meals and refreshments are provided free of charge throughout the 2 day
period. Please note, visiting units are required to book their own transport and accommodation.
Sessions are open to 6 individuals (typically this is 2 from each visiting unit although more can be
accommodated by special request) Please note this does tend to get booked quickly.

Benefits of our capabilities sessions
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Covert Audio & Video Installation Programs
The ISTF-CO covert installation programs provide the best theoretical, and
practical skills required to deploy covert audio and video deep within the fabric
and structure of a target dwelling or vehicle.
This specialist skill set is essential for capturing live or recorded covert intelligence
‘behind closed doors’, where adversaries feel they are safe and not under
surveillance.
The ISTF-CO provide education in many covert deployment techniques, each
suited to a particular situation, building material or tactical requirement in order to
provide exceptional covert video and audio quality.
The training programs include the deployment of both rapid and semi-permanent
covert audio and video deployment installations. The training will teach how to
deploy devices within fixtures and fittings, behind wall cavities, in celling's and
voids, and where best to deploy the devices in order to achieve the best possible
technical product.

Skirting Board
Audio/Video Attack

Outdoor Trojan Attack

Silent Drilling
Through Wall Audio/Video

Outdoor Covert Audio/Video

Celling Audio/Video Attack

Covert Audio Installation
Tools & Equipment

Covert Video Installation
Tools & Equipment

Non-Attributable
Technical Solutions

Covert Audio Devices

Complete Covert Audio &
Video Solutions

Long Attack Down Audio

Laser Microphone

Direct Audio/Video Attack

Reverse Drilling
Audio/Video Attack

Indoor Audio/Video Trojan

Covert Audio Installation
(Target Premises)
CAV Program Module 1
Program Overview:
Having the knowledge to covertly deploy audio devices within a target building allows you to capture ‘behind
closed door’ target activity in situations where conventional surveillance is not possible. This is key to the
continual development of the intelligence picture.
This program will teach delegates a number of specialist techniques required to deploy covert audio within a
target building. The syllabus is predominantly a hands-on practically lead, but will cover basic audio theory
and teaches delegates where best to deploy covert assets within target premises in order to achieve
evidential quality results.
Delegates will learn how to pinhole accurately down to approximately 0.5mm and achieve outstanding results
from their audio systems, using direct and reverse attack deployment techniques. It is often necessary to ‘cut’
into ceilings, floors and walls to deploy and conceal technical assets within their voids, this training program will
cover these skillsets as well as the associated ‘making good’ techniques.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Target Premises Audio Installation Training program is to teach delegates the specialist
techniques required in order to deploy covert audio systems within a target building using a selection of
specialist tools and equipment.
Program Teaching Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct target entry drills, tactical movement within the building and the correct procedures
employed when moving objects within the premises

•

Execute a Technical Recce in order to identify the best location for the deployment of the covert
audio devise based on the mission

•

Set up an admin / work area in order to avoid leaving ground sign

•

Explain and describe basic audio theory and what factors must be consider during a technical
installation

•

Identify the correct covert audio equipment within the structure of the target building and conduct
a signal check in order to ensure the transmission or recording system is functioning correctly

•

Deploy covert audio using the following techniques:

•

Direct straight attack (wall & celling)

•

Various reverse drilling attacks

•

Long attack through large voids (300mm & 800mm)

•

Demonstrate a variety of through wall access and making good techniques within a target building

•

Introduction to secondary concealment construction

Program Learning Outcome::
On completion of this training, delegates will have the skills required to covertly deploy audio devices within a
target premises using a selection of specialist tools and techniques.
Program Administration:
5 & 10 Day Programs

Covert Video Installation
(Target Premises)
CAV Program Module 2
Program Overview:
Having the knowledge to covertly deploy video devices within a target building allows you to capture ‘behind
closed door’ target activity in situations where conventional surveillance is not possible. This is key to the
continual development of the intelligence picture.
This program will teach delegates a number of specialist techniques required to deploy covert video within a
target building. The syllabus is predominantly a hands-on practically lead, but will cover basic video theory
and teaches delegates where best to deploy covert assets within target premises in order to achieve
evidential quality results.
Delegates will learn how to pinhole accurately down to approximately 0.5mm and achieve outstanding results
from their video systems, using direct and reverse attack deployment techniques. It is often necessary to ‘cut’
into ceilings, floors and walls to deploy and conceal technical assets within their voids, this training program will
cover these skillsets as well as the associated ‘making good’ techniques.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Target Premises Video Installation Training program is to teach delegates the specialist
techniques required in order to deploy covert video systems within a target building using a selection of
specialist tools and equipment.
Program Teaching Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct target entry drills, tactical movement within the building and the correct procedures
employed when moving objects within the premises

•

Execute a Technical Recce in order to identify the best location for the deployment of the covert
audio devise based on the mission

•

Set up an admin / work area in order to avoid leaving ground sign

•

Explain and describe basic video theory and what factors must be consider during a technical
installation

•

Identify the correct covert video equipment within the structure of the target building and conduct
a signal check in order to ensure the transmission or recording system is functioning correctly

•

Deploy covert video using the following techniques:

•

Direct straight attack (wall & celling)

•

Various reverse drilling attacks

•

Long attack through large voids

•

Demonstrate a variety of through wall access and making good techniques within a target building

•

Introduction to secondary concealment construction

Program Learning Outcome::
On completion of this training, delegates will have the skills required to covertly deploy video devices within a
target premises using a selection of specialist tools and techniques.
Program Administration:
5 & 10 Day Programs

Target Vehicle Installation
Covert Audio & Video

CAV Program Module 3
Program Overview:
This program will teach delegates how to deploy covert audio and video devices within a target vehicle.
There are many occasions where the covert deployment of audio and video assets within a target vehicle is
critical for the continued development of the intelligence picture. Having this specialist skillset is a capability
enhancer for many organisations.
This training program, will teach delegates how to identify the best possible locations within the target vehicle
for the deployment of audio and video, as well as providing training on how to safely take power from the
target vehicle to prevent relying on battery packs and repeat visits to the vehicle.
In order to access voids within the vehicle, it is often necessary to fully remove internal panels and areas of trim.
This training will teach delegates how to do this correctly in order to avoid leaving sign, or damaging small clips
and fixings. The training will also teach delegates important safety considerations when operating around
airbag and Safety Restraint Systems (SRS) wiring looms.
With modern vehicle security systems becoming a challenge, delegates will be shown demonstration
techniques for deploying audio into the target vehicle with out having to gain access.
Program Aim:
The aim of Target Vehicle Installation program is to teach the tactical considerations and practical skills
required to deploy covert audio and video assets within a target vehicle.

Program Teaching Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct a vehicle Detailed Target Recce (DTR) prior to conducting a covert installation

•

Explain and understand why a ‘substitute’ vehicle is used for rehearsals

•

Understand the safety implications for technical deployments when operating around airbags and
SRS systems

•

Removing vehicle panels and trim correctly in order to access hidden voids and areas that offer
the best concealment options

•

Identify suitable locations within the vehicle to deploy a complete video & audio system

•

Deploy audio & video into the interior of a vehicle safely and securely

•

Tap into a vehicles power in order to use it to power our technical device

•

Bring the target vehicle to a safe and controlled stop, minimising collateral damage using
transmitting inputs/outputs

•

Rapid audio & video ‘Trojan’ placements within the vehicle

Program Learning Outcome:

On completion of this training, delegates will be able to conduct a detailed vehicle recce prior to deploying
covert audio and video within a target vehicle. Delegates will be able to assess where the best deployment
locations are within the vehicle based on light levels, airpaths and cover, and will have the competencies to
operate safely around airbags and their associated wiring looms.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program [delivered at client location/facilities only]

Surveillance Vehicle Installation
Covert Audio & Video

CAV Program Module 4

Program Overview:
This program will teach delegates how to deploy outward facing covert video and audio devices to ‘team’
vehicles in a controlled and safe environment so they can be parked at street level, left un-attended and used
to gather intelligence from a target area.
This type of vehicle deployment may be necessary because an area cannot be covered by conventional
methods. The training will teach techniques for mounting microphones and cameras within vehicles so that
360’ coverage can be achieved, without attracting any unwanted attention from passers by.
The ability to capture street level audio & video from vehicles should not be underestimated.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Surveillance Vehicle Installation program is to teach delegates how to deploy outward facing
covert audio & Video to a friendly vehicle in a controlled environment so that it can be parked in an area of
operations and used to gather intelligence.
Program Teaching Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Plan a blue force (friendly) covert surveillance vehicle deployment operation

•

Identify a suitable vehicle(s) which will fit the area of operations and lend itself towards being fitted
out as a surveillance platform

•

Identify the best locations for the discreet deployment of outward facing covert cameras in order
to provide 360’ surveillance coverage from the vehicle

•

Identify suitable locations for the deployment of covert microphones in order to capture street level
conversations

•

Deploy outward facing covert cameras using a number of specialist techniques ensuring careful
alignment of the optics

•

Deploy outward facing covert microphones ensuring a solid airpath is maintained in order to
maintain audio quality

•

Operate safely on vehicle wiring harnesses including vehicle airbag and SRS associated wiring
looms

•

Correctly remove interior and exterior trim and panels in order to access voids to conceal devices

•

Use a selection of different materials and tools to assist in the deployment and concealment of
covert microphones & cameras

•

Fit a vehicle engine cut off switch to add an element of protection to the surveillance vehicle

Program Learning Outcome:

On completion of this training program, delegates will be able to create a fully functioning surveillance vehicle
with outward facing audio & video capabilities which will fit into a chosen operational environment.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program [delivered at client location/facilities only]
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Covert Method of Entry Programs
The ISTF-CO offer a wide range of tried and tested covert entry training
programs ensuring you can bypass and gain access to a target building, area or
vehicle in order to complete your operation.
The range of programs on offer are carefully designed to educate users with no
previous experience in surreptitious entry methods, and through a series of
training modules bring them up to an advanced level which includes defeating
and bypassing alarm systems, and gaining manual entry to vehicles.

In-House Products & Equipment supporting our Covert Method of Entry Programmes

Level 1 Comprehensive
CMoE Tool Kit

Manual Vehicle Entry
Tool Kit

Level 2 High Security
CMoE Tool Kit

Silent Method of Entry
Tool Kit

By-Pass Tool Kit

Operator Escape &
Evasion Kit

Level 1 – Covert Method of Entry
MoE Program Module 1

Program Overview:
Having the ability to make entry to a locked premises or area is a critical skill set for intelligence
gathering teams. In most cases, the ability to defeat and/or bypass secure locks leads to increased
intelligence exploitation opportunities.
This foundation level covert entry training program is designed to teach delegates with little to no
previous experience in surreptitious entry methods, the skills and knowledge required to defeat most
standard lock types they are likely to be faced with.
Delegates will learn how to identify different lock types and how each lock type can be
manipulated, decoded, bypassed or picked. Each lock type will be allocated sufficient time in
order to ensure delegates are confident and comfortable with the techniques and tools required to
defeat the locking mechanism.
Delegates will also learn the tactics required to conduct the surreptitious entry techniques in a
tactical low light capacity against realistic targets and the appropriate ‘actions on’ procedures
should things go wrong.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Level 1 Covert Method of Entry program is to teach delegates the practical
fundamental techniques of lock defeat and bypassing most commonly found locks in a domestic
or commercial environment.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Identify and understand how locking mechanisms work [cylinder, mortice, tumbler]

•

Conduct practical single pin picking & additional cylinder lock picking techniques using
specialist hand tools

•

Identify security pins and apply techniques for defeating them

•

Key copying, cutting and manufacture by hand

•

Conduct bypass techniques using specialist tools (Combination locks / doors latches/
padlocks / cabinets & cases)

•

Entry methods using letter-box & night latch tools

•

Defeat dimple locks using impression-ing techniques

•

Remove broken picks from difficult locks

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training, delegates will be able to recognise the type and style of lock, so that
they understand it’s internal engineering in order to identify and select the correct tools required to
open, by-pass and defeat it.

Program Administration:
5 & 10 Day Programs

Level 2 – Covert Method of Entry

MoE Program Module 2
Program Overview:
The level 2 covert method of entry training course is an advanced training syllabus designed for
operators who have previous experience or who have already attended the ISTF-CO level 1 CMOE
training program.
Delegates will learn a range of advanced lock defeat techniques, as well as ‘up-skilling’ on already
covered methods during the level 1 training course. Delegates will learn how to defeat and pick
rotating disc locks such as Abus Granit and some of the copies emerging from China which can be
challenging to defeat without the correct training and tools.
This advanced program will cover in depth how to defeat advanced lever locks using a ‘make up
key’. The training will teach delegates how to obtain the lock code by using endoscopes.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Level 2 Covert Method of Entry Training program is to ‘upskill’ delegates to an
advanced level of lock picking, bypass, and defeat techniques so that they are fully equipped to
defeat more complexed locks they may face while conducting operations.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:

•

Practical picking of security pin lock types

•

Preparation of Dimple Pin Lock (removal / stripping / re-building)

•

Advanced picking of Security Dimple Locks

•

Advanced picking techniques of Mul-T-Lock Pin in Pin Locks (removal / stripping / re-building)

•

Advanced picking techniques of 7x7 dimple locks & Abloy type locks

•

Advanced picking techniques of Medeco type Locks

•

Advance picking and de-coding of rotating disc locks

•

Advanced lever lock defeat techniques

•

Sign awareness and cover from view [CFV] at the entry point

Program Learning Outcome:
To demonstrate that the learner can recognise the difference between low and high security types
and styles of locks so that they understand it’s internal engineering in order to identify and select the
correct tools required to open, by-pass and defeat for exploitation reasons.

Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Technical Alarm Defeat
MoE Program Module 3
Program Overview:
Modern alarm systems are readily available at affordable prices and are designed to be fitted and
installed by non-specialists. As a result of this increased availability and use, there has been an
increasing requirement for covert operators to be able to identify and defeat a wide range of
alarm systems and their associated sensors and components.
This program will teach delegates the theoretical skills necessary to understand how the majority of
alarm systems operate and where their inherent vulnerabilities are. The training will also teach how
to identify different types of alarm sensors and what tools and specialist equipment are required to
defeat them.
On completion of the theory modules, delegates will learn best practice and proven operational
tactics and techniques required to practically exploit and defeat weaknesses within the alarm
systems and their associated sensors. The training will teach delegates how to defeat magnetic
reed switches, PIR sensors (wired and wireless), microwave and ultrasonic sensors.

Program Aim:

The aim of this training module is to provide delegates with the theoretical and practical skills
required to successfully recce, identify, and defeat a large range of alarm systems and their
associated sensors.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Identify alarm systems and their supporting components

•

Identify and exploit key vulnerabilities within alarm systems and their supporting sensors

•

Conduct bypass attacks on reed switches, microwave and PIR sensors

•

Defeat PIR security light sensors

•

Disrupt & JAM wireless sensors

•

Create secure zones within an alarmed premises in order to conduct a mission (e.g.
covert audio / video installation)

•

Recover the PIN number from an alarm panel

•

Introduction to techniques used to defeat modern smart video doorbells

Program Learning Outcome:
Delegates attending this programme will have the skills required to recce, bypass and defeat
alarm systems using a variety of different techniques and specialist equipment.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Silent Method Of Entry – SMOE
MoE Program Module 4

Program Overview:
The silent method of entry training syllabus is aimed at assault or hostage rescue teams who have a
requirement to move through a stronghold silently in order to achieve their aim. Should an assault
team come across a locked door, it is not always tactical or practical to use loud traditional
explosive or manual breaching methods. This training syllabus is designed to fill this capability gap
by providing techniques to allow silent progress to be made through these secure doors.
Delegates will be taught a variety of new and innovative techniques to silently defeat secure doors
and windows, such as lock pulling, snapping, and drilling. Due to the nature of the assault or
hostage rescue operation, the training is not concerned with damage left to the door, lock or
window being breached. The training focusses on the silent nature of the breach.
This unique skillset provides major advantages by allowing teams to maintain the element of
surprise when moving quickly and silently through a building towards a final assault position.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Silent Method of Entry Training program is to teach delegates the specialist skills
required to silently make access through a variety of different locked doors and windows using a
range of silent breaching methods.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Defeat a Euro Profile lock by cylinder breaking

•

Conduct silent method of entry attacks using lock snappers

•

Defeat cylinder locks using various pulling techniques

•

Use unconventional techniques to by-pass secure doors

•

Conduct a lock drilling attack to silently defeat a door lock

•

Removal of glass from different types of windows

•

Defeat and open various types of padlocks

•

Use of key turning techniques

Program Learning Outcome:
To demonstrate the learner can remain silent during the initial breaching stages of a stronghold
assault, that they understand the importance of the element of surprise, and can maintain this for
as long as possible, enhancing operational success.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Manual Vehicle Entry
MoE Program Module 5

Program Overview:
The manual vehicle covert entry training is designed to teach delegates the best practice
techniques for researching and manually attacking target vehicles successfully. The training will
cover practical scenarios on how to identify, manually open and decode a number of popular
vehicle locks in order to gain covert access to the target vehicle.
This program is intended to train personnel on how to successfully identify the correct tools, strategy
and equipment to conduct manual covert entry against a large range of common vehicles.
Additionally, the training will instruct attendees on how to manually bypass secure vehicle locks
using several non-conventional techniques.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO manual vehicle entry training program is to teach best practice techniques
required to recce and manually open a large number of target vehicle ‘make and model’ covertly,
in order to allow further intelligence exploitation to take place.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Understand what research is necessary in order to conduct a successful vehicle manual
entry defeat

•

Identify what tools are required in order to make entry for any given manual entry attack
technique

•

Each delegate will understand the strengths and weaknesses of each attack
methodology

•

Speed pick and defeat a large variety of vehicle locks

•

Identify & decode the pattern of a vehicle lock in order to create a key

•

Demonstrate the use of several vehicle conventional lock bypass techniques in order to
gain access to a locked target vehicle.

•

Demonstrate the use of several vehicle non-conventional lock bypass techniques in order
to gain access to a locked target vehicle.

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training, delegates will be able to conduct a vehicle locks recce in order to
successfully identify the best manual bypass technique. Delegates will be able to manually open
the target vehicle covertly.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

COTS Covert Entry Tool Maker
MoE Program Module 6

Program Overview:
When operating in a covert expeditionary role, carrying professional lock picking or by-pass
equipment through border security is simply not possible without attracting unwanted attention at
transport hubs.
This training package will teach delegates how to source and create specialist tools and
components from commercially available outlets which can be used to defeat and bypass many
different lock types.
The ISTF-CO have, over many years, developed and refined the manufacturing art of creating
novel but fit for purpose ‘Entry Tools’ from easily accessible off-the-shelf and locally sourced & upcycled items.
There are many areas where this skill can be useful. For example; to make entry through a
padlocked yard in order to deploy a non-attributable close range video concealment, or perhaps
to make entry to a locked derelict building in order to set up an OP, or to deploy a non attributable
long range camera system.

Program Aim:
The aim of the COTS Covert Entry Tool Makers program is to teach delegates how to discreetly
source and create lock defeat and by-pass equipment once in-country and within a safe
environment.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Hand craft a cylinder key from different materials from an impression

•

Create cylinder lock hand tools [picks & rakes]

•

Manufacture lever lock picks

•

Manufacture key turners

•

Padlock shims

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this programme, delegates will be able to discreetly source everyday materials
that can be adapted and manufactured into covert entry tools. This will enable the delegates to
bypass locked areas in a country of operations without having to travel with professional lock picks.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program
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Urban Surveillance & Collection Programs
The ISTF-CO offer a range of operationally proven urban surveillance and
collection training programs.
This range of training programs will equip delegates with skills required to plan and
conduct operations in dense inner city urban environments.
Urban Surveillance is fast moving and becoming highly sophisticated. High Value
Targets (HVT) regularly conduct their activities in inner-cities, on and off public
transport and often covering hundreds of miles in vehicles and countless
transitions to foot throughout a single day. The ISTF-CO surveillance training will
teach delegates how to find and fix (control) targets in these demanding
situations.
The urban surveillance and collection training will also teach delegates how to
project surveillance teams and assets across borders in order to conduct
expeditionary surveillance as well instruct on the skills required to covertly insert
urban observation posts in order to capture high quality stills and video
photography.

ISTF-CO SKILLS FACT:

With over three decades of conducting covert surveillance activities across the globe, we are
professionally proven and perfectly positioned to deliver our experience.

“ Short on sleep, long on memory – The never ending pursuit ”
SV Team Mottos

In-House Products & Equipment supporting all Covert Urban Hide Concealments

Rapid Deployable Sniper
Hide System

Mid-Term Adjustable Hide
System [complete]

Rapid Deployable
Observer Hide System

Sniper/Observer Door
Drop Hide System

Rapid Vehicle Hide
System

Covert Access & Elevation
kit

Mobile & Foot Surveillance
USC Program Module 1

Program Overview:
This training program will teach delegates how to impose covert surveillance on a subject of
interest, both on foot and within vehicles. The ability to conduct covert surveillance is very much an
underpinning skill set for many other intelligence gathering disciplines. The ability to find and fix
(control with surveillance) a subject can lead to new personnel of interest being discovered, new
associated vehicles and buildings which can all be exploited with further operations for future
intelligence gathering exploitation.
The ISTF-CO have adapted surveillance tactics and procedures to meet the challenges of modern
targets and technologies. As subjects are becoming more ‘surveillance aware’ as a result of books,
movies and readily available technology, it is imperative we stay one step ahead in order to
counter this emerging threat. The ISTF-CO have seamlessly blended professional surveillance
tactics and technologies in order to create a surveillance solution fit for modern operations.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Mobile & Foot Surveillance program is to train delegates the procedures required to
conduct covert mobile and foot surveillance in order to facilitate low-signature operations against
High Value Targets [HVT].

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Create a basic cover story should they get challenged

•

List the 7 key elements of a surveillance Task

•

Feasibility studies on Local Architecture, Defendable Space & Magic Box Identification

•

Assess third-party attention in order to manage exposure to the target and the general
area

•

Use effective surveillance communications and voice procedure to reduce digital risk

•

Transition from mobile to foot and back to mobile using the correct procedure

•

Conduct foot surveillance on public transports

•

Apply effective navigation principles both on foot and when mobile

•

Understand the principles of Counter-SV and Anti-SV conducted by and against a SVTeam

Program Learning Outcomes:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to plan and execute a safe and controlled
covert surveillance operation against a target(s) on foot or in vehicles whilst gathering intelligence
of their activities which could be used as evidence.

Program Administration:
5, 10 & 15 Day Programs

Surveillance Detection
USC Program Module 2

Program Overview:
Surveillance Detection is considered a critical and underpinning skill for all low visibility operations.
The detection of an adversary via Anti Surveillance (AS) and Counter Surveillance (CS) skills can
produce critical intelligence on size, skills and capabilities of the adversary. Surveillance Detection
procedures can also be used to ensure that sensitive meetings or DLB collections can take place
unobserved by a hostile force.
Should hostile surveillance be identified, it is important to understand what procedures should be
carried out in order not to alert the hostile force that we’re aware of their presence. This training
package will train delegates in the appropriate counter measures and best practice tactics to be
conducted in such situations.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Surveillance Detection training is to teach delegates in the skills required to conduct
both counter and anti surveillance in order to determine the correct course of action to be taken
against a potentially hostile adversary. On completion of this training, delegates will have the skills
required to identify if they have a hostile force conducting surveillance against them and what
appropriate action should be taken.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Clearly understand the difference between Anti and Counter surveillance

•

Plan a counter surveillance route using a series of traps, tunnels & funnels

•

Brief a counter surveillance route to a principle to walk & drive

•

To understand the difference between active & passive AS/CS

•

Conduct counter surveillance (CS) using best practice TTP’s in order to detect the
presence of any hostile surveillance

•

Take appropriate anti surveillance (AS) counter measures should hostile surveillance be
detected

•

Plan complex and coordinated surveillance routes in order to bait and manoeuvre hostile
surveillance into a trap

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this Program, delegates will have a solid understanding of surveillance detection
techniques and the necessary ’actions on’ and procedures which should be carried out should a
hostile adversary be identified.

Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Tag, Track & Locate
USC Program Module 3

Program Overview:
This training program will teach delegates how to deploy a tracking beacon onto a target vehicle.
This is a necessary skill when conducting surveillance against erratic or surveillance aware targets.
Tracking beacons are also useful when operating in areas that are too confined, semi to nonpermissive where a conventional trigger cannot be achieved. In these situations, the deployment
of a tracking beacon is a very valuable operational asset which can provide a great deal of
intelligence without risking exposure to the team.
It may be that a targets pattern of life is required before physical surveillance is deployed, or that
you need to gather the targets movement methodology, for example do they conduct anti-SV and
if so where, when and how. This information in advance can be the difference between having
and not having a compromised situation.
Beacons can also be deployed as a blue force asset multiplier, allowing all members of the mobile
SV-Team to monitor each others locations within the operational area. This can allow the team to
be more proactive.

Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO Tag, Track and Locate program is to develop a working knowledge within a
surveillance team of how to covertly & safely deploy, configure and electronically track a target to
a known or unknown location where further operations of exploitation or direct action can happen.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Understand the differences and deployment considerations between RF,GSM and SAT

•

Configure GEO-Zones, alerts, mapping, report times and extract data reports

•

Conduct street and vehicle reconnaissance prior to a deployment operation

•

Employ the correct procedures for setting the ground and conduct the correct actions
on for the deployment, soft & hard compromise situations

•

Understand planning considerations for a rapid, semi-deep & deep plant deployment

•

Identify the best deployment positions for tracking beacons in order to achieve the best
possible signal egress and cover from view

•

Deploy a rapid and semi-deep beacon on a target vehicle using best practice tactics

•

Conduct physical technical surveillance on a target vehicle

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to conduct street level reconnaissance, a
vehicle DTR and conduct a tactical deployment of a quick and semi deep tracking beacon
deployment. Delegates will be able to conduct technical surveillance using best practice tactics.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Urban Target Reconnaissance & Scientific
Site Exploitation
USC Program Module 4
Program Overview:
Target Reconnaissance is an underpinning element within urban operations. It involves detailed
mission planning, open source research and street level reconnaissance required to insert a small
team onto a urban target in order to conduct a pre-planned mission or exploitation.
There are a number of phases to a Target Reconnaissance cycle. Close covers movement up to the
target boundary, Advanced covers movement from the boundary to a target threshold, and
Detailed making entry and crossing the target threshold.
Once inside the target, very precise drills must be conducted in order to manage sign of presence
and to achieve the collection of imagery and scientific site exploitation [the collection of Biometrics]

Program Aim:
The aim of the Target Reconnaissance program is to train delegates how to covertly insert a small
team using proven tactics and procedures onto an urban target in order to conduct a pre-planned
recce or exploitation.

Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct detailed mission planning and street level reconnaissance

•

Set the ground with a robust cover plan in order to support the recce team on their
insertion

•

Identify correct equipment requirements and best carriage for ease of use on the ground

•

Conduct tactically assessment of urban man-made/technical obstacles before crossing

•

Identify weak points of urban target security in order to exploit avenues of approach

•

Mitigate risk by identifying third-party threats and possible technical detection measures

•

Conduct Advanced Target Reconnaissance within the boundaries of a urban target

•

Conduct Detailed Target Reconnaissance inside a urban target building

•

Take covert Infrared and low-light imagery (still & video)

•

Conduct biometric search and collection techniques on target

•

Create post operation reports

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to plan and conduct covert reconnaissance
without raising the awareness of those in & around the point of interest. Delegates will be able to
analyse the target area in order to identify safe avenues of approach in order to capture imagery &
other critical Biometric intelligence data.

Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Covert Urban Observation Posts
USC Program Module 5

Program Overview:
There has been little advancement in recent years to urban observation post concealment
techniques. The ISTF-CO has created a range of unique and modular urban Observation post (OP)
systems designed to meet the unique challenges faced when observing a target in these
conditions.
This training package will teach delegates how to identify areas which are suitable urban OP sites.
Once identified, delegates will learn the skills required to covertly access and erect the OP, ensuring
overwatch of the target area is maintained throughout.
The techniques covered in the training will ensure that the OP remains completely invisible from
outside at street level. Delegates will learn how to capture still and video photography when
shooting through cover, or how to set up sniper firing platforms ensuring suitable arcs and angles of
fire are maintained.

The ISTF-CO urban OP systems are designed as modular systems offering short to mid-term
sustainability and concealment within semi-permissive environments.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Urban Observation Post program is to teach delegates a range of new and effective
ways to identify, plan, construct and manage an urban OP whilst staying concealed within different
depths of a buildings interior.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Plan for a deliberate or non-deliberate urban OP deployment

•

Conduct street level reconnaissance of both point-of-interest and OP position

•

Conduct advance target reconnaissance of the selected observation post position

•

Conduct basic lock by-pass & silent entry techniques that may be required to gain
access to the OP site

•

Construct a range of different urban OP’s to suit the mission and OP site

•

Construct a rapid OP concealment, later enhancing into a mid-term observation post

•

Conducti external ‘life-saver’ procedures and methods of re-supply

•

Conduct the extraction procedures for ‘end-of-task’ / soft compromise / hard
compromise

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to plan and execute a safe insertion inside
an unknown building. Delegates will be able to construct a rapid and short-term sustainable
covert urban OP for the purpose of Intelligence Gathering or Direct Action.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Intelligence Through Imagery
USC Program Module 6

Program Overview:
This program has been designed to introduce delegates to three methods of gaining intelligence
through imagery. These are stills, video and discreet technical imagery.
The training syllabus will practice delegates in a number of different disciplines, ensuring they fully
grasp the relationship between shutter, aperture and ISO settings on various camera systems.
The training will teach delegates a number of important photography techniques, such as shooting
through cover, taking images in the dark, through Pin-Holes and ‘freezing’ fast moving vehicles.
Throughout the program, delegates will learn and practice many different techniques and will be
able to deliver evidential quality imagery from a range of different environments.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Intelligence Through Imagery program is to train delegates in the theoretical and
practical skills required to capture evidential quality imagery in a wide variety of different
environments using a range of different camera systems.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Confidently operate and be familiar with a D-SLR camera & handheld video recorder

•

Understand image quality and the difference between RAW & Jpeg settings

•

Work with short focal and wide angle lenses out to 1600mm telephoto lenses

•

Apply technical lens considerations for static OP work [vehicle & building]

•

Capture imagery through foliage, pin-holes and glass obstacles [aperture skills]

•

Apply techniques to freeze movement of a target vehicle [shutter skills]

•

Capture imagery in low-light conditions for reconnaissance purposes

•

Capture imagery in bad weather [external inwards / internal outwards]

•

Capture discreet stills and video photography in public spaces

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this program, delegates will be able to capture evidential quality images from a
number of different environments, including low-light & difficult tactical situations, including
capturing discreet photography in public spaces.

Program Administration:
5 & 10 Day Programs
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Low-Visibility Operational Training
Programs
At ISTF-CO, we continually aim to enhance your operational training capability
based on the needs of the low visibility surveillance operator.
As market leaders in low visibility training solutions and non attributable
surveillance products, the ISTF-CO remains unrivalled in this niche area of training
and services.
With Global reach, the ISTF-CO delivers world-class results in some of the most
specialist areas of training currently available anywhere in the world. We offer
unbiased training consultancy, joint understanding and mutual respect in order to
create a unique training solution suitable for your area of operations.

The ISTF-CO are proud to offer some of the most advanced and unique skills
available in the covert intelligence-gathering marketplace. Although many of the
specialist courses offered within this section of training have an expeditionary
slant, they are of course also suitable also for domestic operators.
The diverse backgrounds of ISTF-CO instructors and experienced consultants
ensures that all aspects of your requirements are fully understood and carefully
considered before any training proposal is discussed.

In-House Products & Equipment supporting all Low-Visibility Training Programs

Operator Escape &
Evasion Kit

NATS Audio / Video
Comprehensive Tool Kit

NATS TTL Comprehensive
Tool Kit

Expeditionary Surveillance
Low-Visibility Operations

LVO Program Module 1

Program Overview:

Expeditionary surveillance techniques is not simply about conducting surveillance across
international borders using conventional surveillance techniques. It can often include operating
undeclared to the host nation for politically sensitive reasons. When this is the case, the use of
typical communications or supporting architecture is often unavailable in order to remain covert.
These cross-border operations are often conducted without the host countries knowledge in order
to retain discretion and national reputations, or indeed to protect the lives and identities of other
individual(s) involved, hence the terminology ‘Low-Visibility’.
Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO expeditionary surveillance program is to teach delegates in the practical
skills required to operate covertly as both independent and small teams with minimum or no
supporting architecture whilst conducting sensitive and/or undeclared low visibility operations.
Program Training Objectives:

On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Conduct travel and insertion planning, considerations to include digital signature
management, how to carry operational items in plain sight, mannerisms & stance, create
a sustainable & robust legend in support of their cover

•

Carry out the correct procedures to deal with questions and challenges to your cover

•

Conduct arrival ‘life-line drills’ before fully committing to the ground

•

Set-up and operate a non-attributable communication platform

•

Conduct expeditionary surveillance using proven tactics and procedures against
surveillance aware targets in order to collect intelligence & evidence

•

Conduct effective surveillance detection (counter / anti) while moving around an
unfamiliar environment on & off of task

•

Use electronic NATS assets to aid surveillance detection & covert intelligence gathering

•

Communicate and share sensitive information securely between team members using
tradecraft methods and procedures

•

Conduct discreet Emergency Procedures (EP) and extraction ‘life-line drills’ in the event
of soft and/or hard compromise

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this Program, delegates will have a solid theoretical and practical understanding
of how to plan and consider their digital signature, cover and legends. To deploy and conduct
expeditionary surveillance as individuals or small teams with limited or no supporting architecture.
Program Administration:
15 & 20 Day Program

Hostile Operator Surveillance Tactics
LVO Program Module 2

Program Overview:

The Hostile Operator Surveillance Tactics program has been specifically designed for small teams
conducting covert surveillance activities within hostile environments. The program focus is ‘Actions
On Drills’ if a covert team are under hostile surveillance and become compromised, now the
correct drills to evade and escape full contact are critical.
Over the duration of the program delegates will conduct a number of hostile compromise
scenarios, some soft and others aggressive in order to speed up their reaction times to evolving
situations and becoming confident with the life-line drills.
Program Aim:
The aim of the Hostile Operator Surveillance Tactics program is to teach small team who are going
to be conducting covert surveillance in hostile environments how to identify a hostile threat, once
identified be able to evade the threat, should a hard compromise take place, have the tactical
knowledge and drills to extract.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

Organise a team vehicle ensuring all bail-out equipment is store in ready-to-go locations,
communications are discreetly concealed and medical equipment is to hand

•

Be able to create operational mapping for quick orientation and reference

•

Identify threats in-depth and have greater situational awareness in built-up areas

•

Understand the left & right of bang methodology's

•

Conduct mobile counter-surveillance drills to identify a hostile threat

•

Conduct mobile anti-surveillance drills to evade a hostile threat

•

Conduct small team counter attack drills [mobile to mobile / mobile to foot transitions]

•

Understand the procedures of the ‘life-line’ drill after compromise

•

Formulating an immediate escape & evasion plan of breaking clean

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this Program, delegates will have a solid understanding of how to identify and
evade a hostile threat, should the threat become real be able to counter attack in order to break
clean and extract from the location.
Program Administration:
10 Day Program

Cover & Legends
LVO Program Module 3

Program Overview:

Cover is critical in modern expeditionary low-visibility operations, in order to keep the true purpose
of the operation and personnel concealed from state hostile adversaries, and the target of the
operation. This training program will teach delegates how to develop a robust and fit for purpose
legend in support of cover.

Program Aim:
The aim of the Cover & Legends training program is to teach delegates why it is important to
develop cover at various levels, including both personal and agency. On completion of the
training, delegates will have the skills required to create robust cover as and when it is required to
support ongoing covert operations.

Program Training Objectives:
On successful completion of the training, candidates will be able to:
•

List different types of cover which are available

•

Develop a fit for purpose legend in support of cover

•

Conduct a detailed evaluation of ‘own name’ as a possible cover

•

Defend their cover effectively if challenged

•

Consider and manage digital risks to their cover from carried electronic devices

•

Identify and mitigate risks to their operational travel planning

•

Explain the difference between official and non official cover

•

Explain how cover can be used both offensively and defensively

•

Establish a safe havens in country

Program learning outcome:
On completion of this Program, delegates will have a solid understanding of how to develop and
use cover in support of low-visibility operations in both a defensive and offensive manner.

Program Administration:
5 Day Program

Snatched Operator Life-Line Drills
LVO Program Module 4
Program Overview:
This program is designed for personnel working in semi-permissive and hostile environments. With a
comprehensive breakdown of the immediate action (IA) drills required by a snatched individual, or
by a team member who observes the snatching or kidnap of a colleague.
The training covers vital procedures for snatched or compromised individuals to follow. With a focus
on everyday items which can be worn or concealed in plain view and carried on the body, for
both defensive and escape purposes.
Typically during sensitive operations, operators may find themselves driving rental or ‘borrowed’
vehicles. This training will also teach delegates how to familiarise themselves with important
aspects of their vehicle, and what and how they should prepare the vehicle prior to deploying on
operations.
Program Aim:
The aim of the ISTF-CO Snatched Operator ‘Life-Line’ Program is to train delegates with the
knowledge to survive a snatch/captivity situation and increase their chances of escape. On
completion of the training, individuals and their team will be fully rehearsed in what procedures to
be conducted in order to escape captivity or mount a rapid rescue operation.
Program Training Objectives:
On completion of the training, successful candidates will be able to:
•

Understand the capture cycle

•

Conduct escape planning

•

Conceal effective equipment in plain sight

•

Apply effective techniques to escape from physical restraints

•

Apply effective techniques to escape from rooms and buildings

•

Apply effective techniques to escape from vehicles

•

Conduct key turning and lock attacks from a make shift cell

•

Apply climbing skills for crossing high urban obstacles

•

Apply release and rescue methodologies

•

Understand and put into practice captor negotiation techniques

Program Learning Outcome:
On completion of this training, delegates will be better prepared to deal with a possible captor or
snatch situation. They will learn how to wear and conceal escape tools on their person ‘in plain
sight’ and will be capable of escaping from a large amount of restraints and make shift cells.
Program Administration:
5 Day Program
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Resources Library

Video Resource Downloads

Physical Resource

Concept:
Sometimes finding external real-estate to support training, rehearsals and project development can
be difficult and/or unreliable at the best of times.
The International Special Training Facility is a RENTABLE safe and secure environment that is
designed as an enabling platform for ‘Subject Matter Experts’ [SME] and those with Unique Skill Sets
to deliver their knowledge and experience to others working alongside them or in a similar role.

Aims:
The International Special Training Facility aims to please by offering it’s award winning facilities to
members of Domestic & International Defence, NATO-SOF, Law-Enforcement and Allied
Government Intelligence Agencies only.

Rentable Schemes:
•

Total rent of the facility to a single organisation

•

Partial rent of selected training cells to support the organisations requirements

•

All meals throughout the rental period are provided

•

Extra hire of our in-house technical equipment

•

Rentable as individual training days or as weekly blocks

Outcomes:
To offer continuous support to those who protect our interests.

Administration:
To find out more, please contact us

“When in doubt, develop the situation”
Self-reliance is key to small team success

www.istf-co.com
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